Adult Fiction - April 2024

Baldacci, David - A Calamity of Souls
Bertin, Kris - Hobtown, Mystery Stories 1 - The Case of the Missing Man GRAPHIC
Bowen, Rhys - The Proof of the Pudding (Royal Spyness #17)
Brown, Rita Mae - Feline Fatale (Mrs. Murphy #32)
Cambron, Kristy - The British BookSELLERS
Chiaverini, Jennifer - The Museum of Lost Quilts (Elm Creek #22)
Cho, Elaine U - Ocean’s Godori
Clark, Mary Higgins - It Had to be You (Under Suspicion #8)
Cornwell, Bernard - Sharpe’s Command (Sharpe #23)
Deveraux, Jude - An Unfinished Murder (Medlar #5)
Fletcher, Jessica/Moran, Terrie Farley - Murder Backstage (Murder #58)
Gentill, Sulari - The Mystery Writer
Graham, Heather - The Reaper Follows
Graves, Sarah - Death by Chocolate Raspberry Scone (Death #7)
Harris, Terah Shelton - One Summer in Savannah
Henry, Emily - Funny Story
Hillerman, Anne - Lost Birds (Leaphorn #9)
Kitt, Sandra - Finders Keepers (Millionaires Club #3)
Meier, Leslie - Patchwork Quilt Murder (Lucy Stone #30)
Miller, John Jackson - Star Wars The Living Force
Muller, Marcia - Circle in the Water (Sharon McCone #35)
Novak, Brenda - Tourist Season
Paretsky, Sara - Pay Dirt (V.I. Warshawski #23)
Patterson, James - The Murder Inn
Pine, A J - Finally Found My Cowboy (The Murphy’s of Meadow Valley #2)
Preston, Douglas - Extinction
Reich, Christopher - Matterhorn
Sandford, John - Toxic Prey (Prey #34)
Sawyer, Kim Vogel - The Songbird of Hope Hill
Score, Lucy - Riley Thorn and The Corpse in the Closet (Riley Thorn #2)
Smiley, Jane - Lucky
Steel, Danielle - Only the Brave
Thayer, Nancy - The Summer We Started Over
Thomas, Jodi - The Wild Lavender Bookshop (Someday Valley #2)
Thomas, Sarah Loudin - These Tangled Threads